Release Notes for Link version 2017.07.v01.00

Release Date: 7/7/17

Purpose of the release

The version 2017.07.v01.00 release of Link includes updates to Link functionality.

The major themes of this release include:

- Super User functionality enhancement
- Security enhancement

About Link

Link is an intuitive, self-service experience for care providers and their staff that improves administrative workflow to make their work measurably faster and easier.

Supported browsers

Link works best with the following browsers:

- Microsoft Internet Explorer
  - Version 11 and above
  - Supported but not recommended: version 10 (Your user experience may not be as functional on this version.)
- Note: Use the Tools menu Compatibility View settings to turn off Compatibility View for linkhealth.com and ensure that Display internet sites in Compatibility View is not selected.
- Mozilla Firefox versions 35 and above
- Google Chrome versions 37 and above
- Apple Safari version 7 and above

Enhancements to Link functionality

Super User functionality enhancement

People who have a Super User role now have the ability to emulate at the dashboard-level as well as at the application level.

Super Users see a banner at top of the dashboard labeled Emulation Mode when they log into Link. When accessed at the dashboard level, emulation mode allows the Super User to see all the applications that the emulated user has available on their dashboard(s). Super Users will only be able to run the applications which support Super User access.

Link security enhancements

People who have Super User or Technical Admin roles are not able to access the emulated user’s My Apps page from the left navigation panel while in emulation mode. If a Super User or Technical Admin is in emulation mode and attempts to navigate to the My Apps page, they will drop out of emulation mode and see their own applications on the My Apps page. This is a security enhancement to prevent unauthorized access to Protected Health Information (PHI).

Also for security purposes while in emulation mode, there is no access to the icons on the Link top navigation bar (Document Vault, Channel Manager, Notifications, and My Apps.)